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A new test of the light dark matter hypothesis
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Detection of a surprisingly high flux of positron annihilation radiation from the inner galaxy has motivated
the proposal that dark matter is made of weakly interacting light particles (possibly as light as the electron). This
scenario is extremely hard to test in current high energy physics experiments. Here, however, we demonstrate
that the current value of the electron anomalous magnetic moment already has the required precision to unam-
biguously test the light dark matter hypothesis. If confirmed, the implications for astrophysics are far-reaching.

I. INTRODUCTION

Many cosmological observations have shown that visible mat-
ter only represents 20% of the mass of the Universe. The
remaining 80% is of unknown origin. For several decades,
particle physicists have speculated that this “dark” matter was
made of very heavy particles (from one to a thousand pro-
ton masses). Recently, however, the confirmation that low en-
ergy positrons are being emitted in the centre of the galaxy [1]
motivated the proposal that light particle annihilations could
account for the extended 511 keV line emission [2] detected
since the 1970s. Dark matter would then be made of light
scalars annihilating via the exchange of both a new gauge bo-
sonZ′ and a heavy fermionFe. The existence of theFe particle
would explain the morphology of the 511 keV line while the
Z′ would explain why dark matter represents 80% of the mat-
ter content of our universe. Both particles are very hard to test
in current particle physics experiments. Therefore the ques-
tion arises as to whether one can ever unambiguously test this
model in the laboratory.
A few months ago, a group proposed an electron-proton scat-
tering experiment to detect light new gauge bosons [3]. Al-
though such an experiment certainly deserves to be done, it
may not unambiguously determine the source of antimatter in
the Milky Way. Indeed, not only is theZ′ not directly related
to the 511 keV line but there is also an alternative scenario in
which theZ′ is replaced by a neutral fermionN [4]. Hence,
the only way to really answer the question of the light particle
annihilation origin of low energy positrons in our galaxy is
to directly test the existence ofFe particles. Here we present
such a test.

II. ELECTRON ANOMALOUS MAGNETIC MOMENT

With the latest observations by the SPI spectrometer on the
INTEGRAL satellite, it became possible to establish that the
511 keV line (already observed by five experiments and now
detected at 16σ) originates from electron-positron pair anni-
hilations at rest. The rate at which these positrons are be-
ing emitted and their spatial distribution are extremely hard
to explain with conventional and/or new (as yet unknown) as-
trophysical sources. On the other hand, both the energy and
spatial distribution is suggestive of dark matter characteris-
tics. Hence, one hypothesis is that SPI has discovered, for the

first time, evidence that dark matter is made of nonbaryonic
particles.

To explain the observed morphology of the 511 keV line, dark
matter must be light (a thousand to a hundred times lighter
than a proton, i.e. with a mass comparable to the electron
mass) and must annihilate into electron-positron pairs. The
model which was first proposed relies onZ′ andFe exchanges.
In the primordial universe, theZ′ reduces the dark matter
abundance to the observed value while theFe provides a sub-
dominant source of positrons. In the Milky Way, the impor-
tance of these two particles is inverted (due to the velocity-
dependence of theZ′ exchange cross-section) and theFe be-
comes the dominant source of electron-positron pairs.

Since bothZ′ andFe interact with electrons, they are expected
to modify the electron characteristics to some extrent. For
example, the Landé factorge which is equal toge = 2 (1+ae),
with ae the so-called anomalous magnetic moment of the
electron due to QED, QCD, weak interactions, could receive
two additional contributionsδgZ′,F

e = 2aZ′,F
e with:
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where we use the expressions and values of theFe [5, 6] and
Z′ exchange [7] annihilation cross-sections. The parameterf
reflects the type of dark matter halo profile that fits the data.
As shown in Ref. [6], it is equal to unity in the case of a
Navarro-Frenk-White profile (much flatter or cuspier profiles
were ruled out by this analysis).

The remarkable point is thataF
e only depends on the morphol-

ogy of the 511 keV line and is therefore constrained to lie
within a narrow range of values. This enables us to make firm
predictions. So far, theZ′ contribution, which seems closer
to the experimental value of(ge −2), was always regarded as
more important. Here, however, we point out that theFe parti-
cles give the dominant contribution to the electron anomalous
magnetic moment. This opens up new possibilities to test the
light dark matter scenario in laboratory experiments.

The termaZ′
e depends on two parameters: the massmZ′ and

the coupling to electronze. The latter varies from a mini-
mal valuezmin,RD

e , fixed by the relic density condition, to a
maximal valuezmax,ge−2

e , fixed by the conditionaZ′
e = aexp

e
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FIG. 1: Here we plotted theZ′ coupling to electrons versus theZ′

mass formdm = 1 MeV and(aF
e + aZ′

e ) ≤ δaRb06 (we do not plot
the error bars). The allowed parameter space is representedin green.
The upper region (above the magenta line) representsze values for
which theZ′ contribution to the electron anomalous magnetic mo-
ment is dominant. As one can see,aF

e always dominates overaZ′

e
in the allowed region. This region shrinks towards the red line for
increasing values ofmdm.

(with aexp
e the measured value of the the anomalous magnetic

moment)[7]. TheZ′ contribution to the electron anomalous
magnetic moment dominates over theFe contribution when

ze > zeq
e = 4.7 10−5

√

f
( mZ′

MeV

)

√

( mdm

1MeV

)

.

However, as we demonstrate in Fig. 1 formdm = 1 MeV, and
varyingmZ′ between 7 to 200 MeV, we find thatzeq

e is always
outside the allowed range,i.e. aF

e is the main extra contribu-
tion to the electronge−2 value. One can therefore unambigu-
ously test the existence ofFe particles and elucidate the origin
of the low energy positrons in the Milky Way by usingge −2
measurements.
The latest measurement of the electron anomalous mag-
netic moment by the Harvard group in 2006 [8], using a
One-Electron Quantum Cyclotron, givesaexp,06

e = g/2−1=
0.00115965218085(76), with a 7.6 10−13 uncertainty. We
estimate theFe contribution to lie between

aF
e ∈ [5

√

f 10−12 , 1.5
√

f 10−11],

using dark matter mass range derived in [9]. This is compara-
ble to the level of precision that has been reached experimen-

tally. This experiment is therefore sensitive enough to prove
Fe interactions.

Let us now compare our estimate with the discrepancy be-
tween theaexp

e experimental value and the Standard Model
prediction (without light dark matter). The theoretical esti-
mate ath

e depends on one parameter: the value of the fine
structure constantα. Unfortunately, this is not known with
the same level of precision as the electron anomalous mag-
netic moment but the latest (most precise) measurements of
α by the Caesium and Rydberg constant experiments in 2006
[10, 11] nevertheless lead to the following differences [8]:

δaCS06 = ath
e (αCs06)− aexp,06

e =−7.9 (9.3) 10−12

and

δaRb06= ath
e (αRb06)− aexp,06

e = 1.9 (7.7) 10−12

respectively. At present, this comparison only indicates that
there is room for light dark matter. However, as soon as mea-
surements ofα will converge and the error bars will decrease,
one should be able to determine whether or not scalar parti-
cles coupled to heavy fermionsFe can be responsible for the
emission of the 511 keV line in our galaxy.

Note that the relation betweenath
e and the fine structure con-

stant includes calculations of QED, WEAK and QCD contri-
butions (QED to the tenth-order [12]). The next order cal-
culations may change the present discrepancies and even be
sufficient to solve the dark matter problem.

III. CONCLUSION

Using the 511 keV line properties, we have shown that the
Fe contribution to the electron anomalous magnetic moment
was dominant and within the reach of the present anomalous
magnetic moment experiment. It is remarkable that precise
measurement of the fine structure constant offers the best way
to test the light dark matter scenario. Although such a test
requires the experimental and computational expertise of par-
ticle physicists, the result should have a great impact on the
astrophysics/astroparticle community by answering whether
or not dark matter is light and has actually been discovered by
SPI. A negative answer would indicate that the origin of the
low energy positrons in our galaxy is of (hitherto unknown)
astrophysical origin. This would in turn motivate high sen-
sitivity point source searches as well as improved diffuse X-
ray/γ-ray background observations.
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